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in the world, but if all we do is to center on the tragedy
that spotlights the news we become "of ·a ll men most
miserable."

Personally
speaking
~Read

a

b0

Read THE Book, Clabe!

0

k!'

IN THIS ISSUE:

THE Newsmgazine- begins a -three-part series this
Life At Its Best is a book that Clabe Hankins wouldn't week on problems of the Chri~tian life. The first part,
concerning the nature of the gospel, and how it relates
give a clime for.
to the application of Christian ethics, will be found on
When Baptist Book Store Manager Robert Bauman page 5.
tried to sell Clabe a copy, Clabe said · "No, thanks,"
that what 'he needed was a book on Life At Its Worst.
SOUTHERN Baptists are setting the stage for "ProjHe said he could handle life at its best.
ect 500," a gigantic, two-year "push" that may reach a
Yeh, old Clabe may have something there.
cost of $25 million. Its aim: starting new churches in
500 carefully selected locations throughout the , -land.
When young pastors use<J to cry on Professor 0. W. Yo.u'll want to read th~ full story on pages 14 and 15.
Yates' shoulder at Ouachita about trouble in their
churches, Dr. Yates, head of the Bible department for
YOUR rdationship to your evangelist is an importmany years and "father confessor" for many of us, wo:uld ant one, and often misunderstood. For some suggestions
reply in his staccato Irish brogue: "Teach a book! on how to treat him, turn to page ·s.
Teach a book!"
·
Of course, Dr. Yates had in mind one of any number
of Southern Baptist study-course books always available.
(The fact that he usually made no specific recommendation revealed his great confidence in the Sunday
School Board and its pu blisl).ing divisions.)

EVERY profession has its unethical members, and
occasionally this prdblem .occurs in the ministry. For
what happened when an Arkansas church faced this
troublesome experience,' read "Protecting the ministry,"
our Beacon Lights featu:Ji"e, on page 4.

As I have thought about the Yates approach tC'
THE Louisiana Baptist Convention has taken action
church trouble it has occurred to me that most chur-ch
dissension grows out of boredom and do-nothingness. It forbidding its hospitals from taking federal aid · in . any
seems to be true of church members as of people in gen- form and has oeposed direct aid to parochial schools.
eral that "an idle mind is the devil's workshop." And The story is on page 12.
Just a'hout any Baptist study-course book even a student
preacher would pick up w·o uld suggest a lot of things
COVER story; page 17.
Christians can and ought to do in their churches and ir.
their daily lives.
Dr. Yate.s would not have thought
as an end in itself, but the mere· fact
a church to vote to study a book is
done, even if it should not go any

of teaching a book
that a pastor leads
getting some.thing
further than that.
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Would we not have to confess that the most of us
Christians tod ~y feed our minds and our souls a lot mon
on the daily news than we do on the eternal veritie~
found in the Bible-the Book of Books?
<

We ought to try to keep up with what is going on
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-------------------Editorials
Approximately 450 new missionaries are expected to be
appointed during 1968.

business
HOME Missions used to be the "red-headed stepchild" of Southern Baptists. But that was a long time
ago. Last week the Home Mission Board, meeting in Atlanta, approved a $13.4 million budget for 1968, an increase of $ 1.3 million over this year's budget.
The Board adopted . "Project 500," which will be a
two-year effort, 1968-69, to organize 500 new churches and
church-type missions in 500 "carefully-defined strategic
locations in an~wer geographic areas of Baptist work."
Approximately $1.5 million of the 1968 budget will
be for this convention-wide church extension project. Of
this amount, .$1 million has been earmarked for chu:rch
loans,, something vital ·to getting new chur~hes started
and on their own feet. Another $1 million will be added
to the project from the Annie Armstrong Offering if this
offering reaches its goal of $5.5 million. (The Annie
Armstrong Offering for 1967 reached $.4. million early in
November but is not expected to attain the current goal
of $4.5 million .)

So~1thern Baptists can thank God for what he is bringing to pass through the Home Mission Board.

Eternal dividends
FOR a number of years Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Richanlson, members of First Baptist Church, Nevada, Mo.,
have been· providing ministerial scholarships through
their church. They have just announced twelve scholarships of $500 each for the 1968-1969 school year.
While the scholarships are designed primarily for students preparing for the Gospel ministry, the scholarship
commjttee, headed · by Pastor 0. V. Dodson of Nevada
First Church, gives "consideration to- worthy and qualified studen'ts who may be preparing for other full-time,
church-related vocations such. as mission service, the ministry of m.usic, or the ministry of religious education."

. The scholarships are available regardless . of race for
attendance of Baptist colleges or seminaries. St.u dents in'terested in applying should contact the Nevada church.
More than 300 of the 500 strategic locations have alApplications will be received until Feb. 28 and
ready been selected and Southern Baptist Convention
d
a'Var ees will ·be notified by next May I.
agencies, including the Home Mission Board's program
,
This is a very commendable thing . the Richardsons
·of establishing new churches and missions, are gathering
momentum for promotion of the effort.
. are doing. They are wise in recognizing the fact that
·
there ·a re dedicated,, worthy students who need financial
The timeliness of Project _500 is highlighted by the help if they are to acquire the education· they need for
fact that Baptists of North America will be engaged in maximum achievement in their fields of service.
Crusade of the Americas, the 1969 hemisphere-wide evanInvestment in the lives of young people promises far
gelistic campaign. Said Arthur B. Rutledge, executive
secretary of the Home Mission Board: "It is our hope greater returns tlran investment in stocks and bonds and
that the Crusade of Americas will turn tens of thousands · real estate: The Richardsons have found a way to "take
in the United States to Christ. The entire staff of the it with them."
Home Mission Board will be offering its heartiest support, and the Project 500 effort should bt~' a healthy com
0
plement ·to the Qrusade."
0

c a· t h It. c

·h n ors

LaJ:"gest sector of the Home Mission Board budget is
·AS a rule, the announcemen.t that a person of
the $7.8·" million designa~ed for the missions division,
ld renown has had an honorary degree ·c onferred
which includes nine of the Board's . 12· programs:
wor
·upon him is rather routine . news. But when the hono. Establishing new churches and church-type missi,ons; ree is a Southern Baptist and the honorer is a Catholic
pi~neer 'missions;· rural-urban missions; metropolitan mis- institution, the news is greatly enhanced by its rarity.
sions; language missions; Christian
social ministries;
and
"
h
d'
f a d octor o f 1mmane 1e tt ers d e·
.
.:~o t e awar mg o
I d to non-evangelicals.
work reate
I'
B'll
·
gree to evange 1st 1 y G ra h am b y Be1mont Abb ey, a
The Board ·approved six new staff positions, bringing :small Catholic college in Belmont, N.C., recently, is
Board's staff to 81. New assignments are expected to worthy of more than a mere glance.
strengthen
the
The citatiOn
. .
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As .· of Nov. I , · the Home Mission Board had 2,284
missionaries on the field, a gain of 119 over a year ago.
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cStated the citation:
"'Vhen time has shifted the 20th century, and most
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ot us have receded into statistics, there will remain
visible to the eye of history a r-elatively few men whose
individual minds and wills have significantly shaped for
Six thousand Southern Baptists in two states is not
good the evejlts of our world. In this small wmpap.y- an impressive figure for those of us who live where there
the company 'of Picasso and Einstein, _of Schweitzer, are "more Baptists ' than bitterweed," but this is quite
Churchill, and john XXIII-will certainly be found the a significant n.u mber for the Wisconsin-Minnesota area,
figure of Wi'lliam Franklin Graham."
where t~ere formerlty were none. Latest available figures
Greatness is whete you find it-regardless of denomi- from Frank B. Hu'rress, superinteJ?den't of missions for
nation. The Catholic brethren who have thus taken cog- Wisconsin, Madison, indicate a total of 2,525 members
nizance of the greatness of this Baptist preacher have in 16 churches m Wisconsin and 3,631 in 26 churches
in Minnesota.
revealed that they, are no small men themselves.

New

The people speak- Of war
Singer availabl-e

protests ·

SEA'PTLE-Pastors who support persons dissenting must consider the responsibilities that go with that right
says a Seattle Baptist minister in his
c~urch's publication.

destroy the l'ights of others," ·said Dr.
August M. Hintz. "The responsible dissenter seeks to better the situationthe extremist only te-ars down. . ." '
"·W e must be tolerant of people we
don't like," the minister declared, and
listen to views that we detes-t. We must
preserve their right .to march. But to
break the law cis to jeopardize the rights
of the little man and to en~ourage ana;·chy." (EP)

Knowing that the need for E-vangel1s"There is a difference between distic Singers is great, I want to share
with you ·a nd the readers of the Ar- &enting as a responsible citizen al'td diskansas' Baptist Newsmagazine the name senting _ as an extremist Wiho would
of a man who should be very _helpful
to many of our churches in this field. leaeon lights of Baptist histoi'Y
He is Carlston "Red" Berry. He has ·
just returned to the state •a nd to the
Lord's work after having been in the
fields of teaching in public schools,
!oach~hg, and radio station management.
BY BERNES K. "SELPH, .TH.D.

Protecting the ministry*

Carlston attended Ouachita Bap.tist
Uni-versity and has ten years experience
working in- the churches of our State.
Recent revivals have led him to churches
in Oklahoma, M•ississi-ppi and Louisiana
a's an evangelistic singer with evangelist Homer Martinez.
He may be contacted ·a t 4'09 Richmond,
or by calling WEbster 2-4824, Jonesboro, Arkansas:--Don -Moore, pastor,
Walnut Street Baptist Church, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

'Bugs' really out!
Thank you so much, my friend, for
your article on attaining the ripe' old
age of sixty: You referred to yourself
as a late 1907 model. Ho·weve.r, you
were not a real late model. I happened
to be a tax deduction for my father and
eame on December 31, 1907. You see,
when the models came out that late , all
the bugs were taken out -as welL

PASTORt FIRST CHURCH, BENTON

:Every profession has its disappointing .members; the ministry is no exception. This is recognized, but how to deal with the pxo·b lem is not simple. Time
itself seems to be a:bout the only thing that proves whether or not one is a
victim of ci'rcumsta~ces or vicious in his conduct. Sometimes the problem is
moral, again it may be doctrinal. Modern man would likely say such a 6ne
was sick and let it go at that. But Ba·ptists did not alway-s pass it off so simply.
At the meeting of Elkhorn Association in Kentucky, Aug. 12, 1797, such a
question atose. The churches werl! cautioned to beware of Robert Smith, fol'merly
a member of Bracken Church, who had been elfcluded and was preaching -in
other parts of the state. J·ohn Gano, William Wood, Ambrose Dud-ley, Augistin
Eastin, and John Mason were app.o inted a committee to guard against irre·g ularities in the ministry.
In 179•9 the same association advised churches to beware of encouraging any
stranger to preach among them without proper credentials and fair character.
It was not an uncommon thing for churches to invite one to preach who might
come into a community posing as a pieacher. Oftentimes the people heard little
preaching, and in sparsely settled areas .saw a:nd heard few strangers. 'It was
easy to .beguile others if one wanted to ,do so.

In 1869, First Baptist Church, Benton, faced an embarrassing situation con··
a Baptist preacher. This man came from Missouri in supposed "good
standing" and was accepted. But soon the church received reliable i'n f<innation
that he had deserted his wife and five children and had taken another man's
There was a time when I thought wife. The couple h-ad appeared in .Saline county posing as husband . and wife.
that age sixty was old. However I must When they learned that the church knew the truth about them they left under
confess that I have sinc·e changed my the p·r etense of going back. to Missouri, but headed in the direetion of ·LOuisiana.
mind. I am convinced that life does not
The 1 church acted forthrightly. its resolution reads: "Resolved ·(1) that we
start at forty, it starts at s·i xty.
fee'l it to be our indisp.e nsi-ble duty for the good of church · and community at
1
.
'
Let me also tell you how much I . targe to give public-i ty of the conduct of said Murphy.
thoroughly enjoy reading .t he Arkansas
"Resolved (2) that these proceedings be s·pread at length upon the minutes
Baptist Newsmagazine. It is a source of
•nspiration' and excellent i:rrl'ol'lffiation of thi s church and thait copy b ~ forwarded to the Arkansas Gazette for publi!oncerning the work of Arkansas Bap- cation Requesting all public Journals ~r-iendly to the caus,e of Christ and the
'
tists and of our whole denomination. laws of the land to hand him a round."
Thank you for a job well done.-Ernest
*William Warren Sweet, Religion on the Atru!rican Frontier, The Baptist; (New
J. Loessner, The Southern Baptist Sem- York, Henry Holt and Company, 193-1)
•
inary, 2825 L.l~xington Road, Louisvi.lle,
Ky. 40206
I
Minutes, First Baptist church, Benton, Arkansas
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Problems of Christian life
. First in a .qe.ries

The Gospel: individual

and/or

socia~\;:! .
['

<

BY T. B. MASTON
{
RETIRED PROFESSOR OF ETHICS, SOUTHWESTERN SEMINARY, FT. WORTH, TEX.

.\

There has been considerable debate through the years concerning the nature of the gospel. This debate has been revived to some degree and in some circles in the contemporary period.

,I

\.'I• :,', .

No involvement
l<'or example, some Southern Bapti'sts insist that we
should be concerned exclusively with winning individuals t<:>
Christ and maturing .them for Ghrist. They contend that we
should not get involved in social issues.

·i

r.: i

1

It is doubtful if many Southern .Baptists would say that
we ·· should be exclusively or ev.e n primarily interested in social conditio.ns and problems. Many do believe, ·h owever, that.
Christians should be concerned with both the individual and
the world in which · he lives.

...I
l

r· ~\ .
'

·~

'

'

.

r,

After all, the individual Christian does not live in a
vac·uum or in isolation. He necessarily lives .i n a particular
cultural situation and in relationship j:-_g other people.

1 ,;
11

As a citizen of the world the Christian fulfills or plays
numerous and sometimes complex if not conf.licting roles.
Whateve·r may be these roles he cannot escape the fact that
he is a Christian. The word "Christian" S'hould precede and
define or limilt every role he plays.
For example, he may be a husband and a father but he
is a "Chr.istian" husband, a "Ghri.s tian" father; ·and the prefix "Christian" should make a difference . So it is with every
role he plays. He may be a doctor or a lawyer, farmer or
banker, employer or employee, teacher or pupil, legislator
or judge. He may be ·a member of the Chamber of Com~
merce or of a labor union, a white man or a Negro, a citizen
of the U S. A. or of the U. S. S. R. If a Christian, his
faith should find a way to express itself in every role or
area of his life
Christian ethic in practice
This means that whether we like it 01; not the gospel we
and teach inevitably must be applied to every aspect
of our social situation. This has to be true if we are to meet
the needs of individuals, if we are concerned about the way
they express their Christian faith.
pr~ach

l. -

.

1

\

h·
~\· . .\\ ,
~

t

l'l

•

•.
•;l

'
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t;.
,
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.'l '\ ~ r '-

The church's concern for the world will be expressed primarily through the lives of redeemed men and women. T·here
is no sound hope for a better world without better men and
women and the only hope for the latter is to bring men and
women into a vital, life-changing union with the resurrected
Christ.
Redeemed men and women need, however, to know how
they can apply effectively their Christian faith to the different areas of their lives. This means that churches, under
the leadership of the Holy S·p irit, should provide opportunities for the study o~ methods or strategies that can be used
to influence the world ·a nd its structures for Chri.s t and his
cause.
Our churches and our denomination should also be concerned with conditions in society because of the effect of
those conditions on men and women, boys and girls. Conditions in the home and in the community in general may
make it relatively easy or difficult Ito reach the individual
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for Christ. Znvironmental factors will very definitely affect
his spiritual growth and maturity. This suggests again that
even if we were exclusively concerned with the individual,
we would have to be concerned with the .world in which he
lives.
The gospel we preac·h and teach is not "an individual
gospel" or "a social gospel," it is a go.s pel that ·k nows no
limits in its application
to life. It is a message for the total
1
man, and because it is it is also a message for e-very asp.e ct
of the world in which he lives. Next: "Pastors and the
Divorced"
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Jacks·onville church send$
boxes- to sold·iers overseas

Midwestern alumni meet
Midwestern alumni held a luncheon
meeting Nov. 7 to request permission to
establish the Arkansas chapter of the
Seminary · Alumni Association. The petition was presented to Mr. John W.
Goodwin, ·a ssistant to ·t he l president, Dr.
Millard J. Berquist. Dr. Roy Lee Honeycutt, Old Testament professor at Midwestern, brought greeting.s from the
Seminary and spoke of its progress.
Officers for the Arkansas alumni
chapter were elected as follows: president, C. Phelan Boone, Lee Memorial,
Pine Bluff; vice-president, Russell K.
Hunt, First Church, Batesville; record-,
ing secretary, Miss Christine Hile, Park
Hill, North Little Rock.-Reporter

Ordained deacons
Cecil Crawley and E. J. Treylown were
ordained deacons in a service held Nov.
5 in Matthews Memorial Church, Pine
Bluff.
Rev. Vernon R. Dutton, pastQr, challenged the candidate. Rev. Dutton spoke
about "A ·F unctioning Deacon in a New
Testament Church." '(GB)

PACKING overseas boxe.~ a1·e, left 'to right, Mrs. Sally McCollum, whose husband
is in Thailand; Mrs. Ruth Martin, whose husband is in Vietnam; Mrs. Jo Aten,
whose husband is in Thailand; M1·s. Sha1·on Webb, whose husband is in Thailand;
and Mrs. Marion Kelley, whose hu.qband is also in Thailand.

Burris licensed

The Woman's Missionary Union and BrotherhQod led the members of Marshalt Road Church, Jacksonville, in a mission action project Qf packing · boxes of
goodies for the men of the church family whQ are overseas. There were 16
bo~es packed, containing home-made cookies, fruit cake, candy, raisins, nuts, gum
and other items. The boxes will go to Libya, England, Thailand, Taiwan, Korea
and Vietnam.
'

Rev. Paul Burris, a student at S<>uthern College, Walnut Ridge, has been ·
licensed to preac·h by First. Church,
Stuttgart. Mr. Burris has also been
called as mission pas·t or at Abe~deen.
(OB)•

Arkadelphia First
clears , indebtedness
First Ohurch, Arkadelphia, recently
made final payment on an indebtedness
which was originaly a bond issue for
$190,000. T·h e debt was retired more
than two years ahead of schedule.
Early payment was made possible by
the late C. F. Sturgis, who refinanced
the redeemed bonds at 4 per cent in·
terest, Dr. Sam Reeves, pastor, said. fhe
bonds had paid 5 percent interest.
The auditorium was rebuilt and ex·
panded from a seating capacity of 350
to 1,200, at a cost of $240,000.
Participating· at a note-burning ceremony at the church recently were Sherwin Williams, chairman of the board of
deacons; Dr. Ralph A. Phelps, who
served as interim pastor and chairman
of the building committee when tlie
auditorium was rebuilt; Dr. Reeves;
and Curtis Echols, chairman of the fi·
nance committee when the original
bond issue was issued.
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NEW deacow o1·dained this fall at Unive1·sity Chu1·ch, Fayetteville, include bot·
tom row, left to right: Richard Wells, Dr. Carte?' Price and Dr. 'Loyd Patterslin.
Top row, loft to right: Dr. Jim Turpin, Dr. James Hinton and M .. R. Patterson.
Mr. Wells is deputy prosecuting ·a ttorney for Washington County, and Mr. Pat·
terson is head swimming coach. UJt the Uni1wrsity of Arkansas. The other four
men are professors at the University. . '
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Thirteen deacons
ordained, Little Rock
Thirteen deacons were ordained in an
evening service held at S-econd Churc·h,
LJttle Rock, Nov. 2·6, pastored by Dr.
Dale Cowling. ·
The ordination sermon was delivered
by Dr. S. A. Whitlow, executive secretary to the Arkansas Baptist State Con ~
vention, following a report of the presbytery by Norman Snow. The ordination prayer was delivered by R. B. Haygood, superintendent of missions, Pulaski County Association.

NEW paatoriwm for· Mt. Olipe Chur·ch, Crossett, shown here, has over 1,900
square· feet of space. Kenneth R. Everett is pastor of the church. The building
committee included Fred W est, chairman; Walter· l-Vallace, Harvey · Simpson, James
Goyne, J. D. Mo01·e, Travis Roberts and Drew Turner·.

The new deacons are: W. 0. Bates,
Joseph L. Buffalo Jr., Billy K. Cooper,
Doyle R. Dillahunty, William V. Dutton, Arthur P. Goodwin, 4ene Hornbeck, Robert L. Jones Sr., J. L. Poteet Jr., John I. Purtle, Joe Southerdland , David A. Stephens a nd John David
Whitlow.

Truett Thomas
named music minister
J. Ronald Condren, pastor ·of the
First Church of Alma, has announced
the appointment of Truett Thomas as
part-time minister of music and youth
for the church.
· A DEDICATION service for Gr·ace Church, Camden, was held Nov. 5. Heyward
L. Adams is pastor of the church, which was constr·ucted by members of the
congregation. They w er e assisted by fri ends who purchased mater-ials and furnished nee~ed tools and machines for the job.
·

Perfect aHendance

Ordination service

Park Hill Church, North Little Rock,
recognized .several of its members recently by presenting them w.ith pins for
perfect Sunday School attendance. Those
rece1vmg pins were as follows : Edgar
Lee Cox and Mrs. lEd-gar Cox, nine
years; W·a sh Hale, seven years; Kim
Chenaul~ , four years; Hartwell Hale,
Edgar ·Cox and Karla Chenault, three
years; and Mr. and Ml's. G. E . Rixse;
one year. ('CB)

Four men were ordained as deacons
of First Church, Monticello, Nov. 2G.

\
\
I
I
I
I
CHRISTIAN STEWARDSHIP
LENGTHENS ITS RAYS OF

Mr. Thomas lives in Ft. Smith and
is emplo~ed by the Derrel Thomas 'Com-·
pany, Van Buren. For the past three
years he has been assi·s tant to the minister of music at Grand Avenue .church,
Ft. Smith. He was ordained a deacon
of' the church las t year.
Mrs. Thomas, the former Marion Sad-·
ler of C;1rlisle, has been organist for
the Grand A venue Church for the past
eight years.

, An ordination service was conducted
for the following: Dr. Van C. Binns,
Bruce McRae, Terrell Spencer Jr., and·
The couple attended Ouachita UniL. F. Garrison. •W. Richard Vestal Jr.,
versity in 19·57, and have three chil-·
is pastor of ·the church.
dren: Tammi, 8; Derek, 6; · and Leslie,
3. -Reporter

- - --Deaths
McCLIN JOHN CARTER, 90, of Little Rock, Nov. 29. Mr. Carter, a re·al
estate salesman, was a memb~r of Little Rock's Second Church, the Brooks
Hays Bible Class; Temple Masonic
Lodge, Bh;mingham, Ala.; the York Rite
Bodies, Birmingham; Trinity M~sonic
Lodge 694 and the Scottish Rite Bod·i es
at Little Rock; and was past potentate
of Zamora Shrine Temple at · Birmingham.

He was a graduate of Ouachita University and a former business manager
for the Birmingham Barons baseball
team. He was also a judge in the coHie
division of the American Kennel Club.

PROCLAMATION AND WITNESS
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Survivors include two nieces.

MR. THOMAS
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HoY# treat your

eva~gelist

BY MACK R. DOUGLAS
PASTOR, FIRST CHURCH, POMPANO BEACH, FLA.

Let me make some ' suggestions on
how to treat your evangelist:
1) Prayerfully choose him. Seek the
Holy Spirit's leadership· in securing the
best man to meet the spiritual needs
of your people.
2) Schedule him well in advance. The
bigger the man the longer the per·iod.
Write him, verifying everything by letter. Spell it out. Leave no room for misunderstanding.
3) Make adequate _spiritual and physical preparation. Don't be out of town
the week before tlhe revival. Invest that
time le'a ding your people in prayerful,
as well as soul-winning preparation.
Mimeograph a list of all the lost people enrolled in Sunday School, J uniorR
through Adults-name, address, and
phone number.
Let the staff visit and witness to
everyone of .these before the ·revival.
Urge all Sunday School teachers and
superintendents to visit and witness to
these people.
Build adequate attendance through the
pew-packing plan or some other system
to get lost people under the impact of
the gospet
Use the prospect suppers to secure
the presence of prospects. Without the
mediation of God's Word there can be
no salvation. We must build week-night
attendance with lost peo·ple.
·
4) Make adequate accommodations for
your evangelist. If at all possible, secure a h'otel or motel room. Determine
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his · wishes. concerning meals. If he prefers not to eat in the evening, honor
this. And seldom is it advisable to plan
to eat out more than once a day. Provide him a car if possible, or whatever
transportation is needed. Make him yout·
honored guest.

ing. Recognize his needs. The U. S. Department of Labor says the median income for other salaried professionals is
$11,000, but for the minister, oftentimes, with ah equal or even greater ed,ucation, it is $6,000. Now this $6,000
inc.Jude.s $1,800 for housing and utilities
and $600 for automo.bile ·expenses.

It does not honor God when the pas5) Respect "his time anu health. Give
him adequate.· time for rest, for study, tor is the lowest pa·id person in the
and for recreation. I personally expect category of the professionals. And marty
my staff and myself to make all the pastors have serious difficulty meeting
soul-winning visits during the day ·and their financial obligations because their
do not require my evangelist to spend • salaries are not adequate.
time visiting. However, if he wishes to,
I Timothy 5:17-18 says, "Let the eldI will take him. In a revival I preach ers who . minister well be esteemed worbetter if I hav done some soul winning. thy of double honor, es·p ecially those
I preach to specific individuals with a who labor in the word and doctrine, ·
burrlened heart.
·for the· Scripture says; You shall not
Do not take your evangelist to visit muzzle the ox that threshes. And again,
sick, make hospital calls and to do your · the laborer is worthy of his hire."
pastoral visitation. You should have
The love offering of the evangelist
done that yourself a long time ago. Send is one of the rare opportunities th~ pashim home more refreS>hed · than he was tor has of raising the level of the minwhen he arrived.
istry. If he apologizes for the offering,
if
he makes no effort to raise an honor6) Tell him every day you appreciate
his sermons. Give him evidence of your able offering, if he allows the revival
appreciation. Tell the people how much compensation to become a mediocre
we all are benefitting from his messages. item in the budget, he is saying to his
Be hearty in your approbation and lavish people that the ministry isn't important.
in your praise.
Very frankly many psychologists say
Remember that all some people eat
"" for Sunday dinner is roast preacher. The this is one of the main reasons many
man. of God . has learned through much young men will not now consider the
disappointment to exp~t ingratitude, ministry-tl}e lpw income, the lack of.
but he should not have to expect it from appreciatiotf. fnbm the general public, as
well ·a s the lack of support from 'fellow
his fellow ministers.
ministers. Teil your people, "When you
7) Give him an honorahle love offer- honor God's man, God honors y<lu. This
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church does the honorable, worthy,
meaningful thing in caring for God's
servants when they come to proclaim
his word."
We should never apologize for leading·
our people to supp.ort God~s man.fairly,
honestly and "graciou&ly.
8) Giye him alLthe love offering. Certainly it is fair to take out legitimate
expenses but not utilities and extra nursery care and not to divide a part of
it with the staff. If, on that rare occasion, the offering is running more
than you think advisable, you simply
can quit taking an offering on the last
few services.

~
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A vantshtng
way of life
.

·But that genera lly is not the problem.
I know of specific instances Wlhen finance committee members have decided
an evangelist was receiving too much
and they cut out a part of the offering.
This is plain dishonesty.
Also, give him his expenses and offering · before he leaves town. If more
comes in later you can send it to him.
9) Write him and ex plain tl:le resultg
of the meeting. Explain the decisions .
Thank him for being there. Express
your gracious ap.preciation for his ministry among· you.
10) Boost his minis try. Write articles
about his service to you. Tell f ellow
pastors about his ability, about his dedication. Under no conditions add anything but the very truth. Do not exaggerate; but do be gracious.
11) Write his church and thank them
for sharing him with you.

What a r e the r esults of s uch a policy? '
You will have better meetings. For
one thing· you wi,JJ be able to get the
kind· of evangelistic help you want-the
very best. Your evangelist will go away
enriched in the Lord. He will go back
to his place of service, whether it is
a pastorate or to another meeting, · ·a
much happier servant of Christ. Your
church will be benefitted.

PART of the passing scene
Rail fences have all .but disappeared fr~m · the Arkansas landscape. They
were symbo.lic of a way of life. A time when there were no 'modern conveniences'
and a time when man was eng-aged more directly in a strug.g le with the soil
and other natural elements. These w~re the horse-and-buggy da ys and farming·.was
wi-th a mule and plow. AI t·i me w.hen field s. were smalJ and there was an abundance of cover for small game.
Times have cha nged and so has 1nan's way of agriculture. Today fields are
large and most of the fence rows are . eithe·r gone or afford little cover, an
indispensable requirement for small game.

.Small game, quail .artd rabbits, need not go the way of the old rail fence,
Ever y revival should be a spiritual but in order to maintain their numbers man must provide the needed yearfestivity. Your people will' look forward . round cover and food.
to reviva-ls. People will .be led through
this policy to love and respect the ministry more and 'to sup.port them better.
Finally, deeper bonds of friendship will
develop among the brethren.
'

New subscribers

Leader.ship is a lonely life. Followers
seldom understand fully the leader or
he wouldn't be the leader . He must find
emotional · strength, spirit ual companionship, and a deep sense of appreciation from his fellow pastors. And above
all, more souls will be won to Christ
and more Christians will be strengthened .in the faith.
And isn't that •t he real purpose of
if all?
DECEMBER 7, 1967

Church
Pastor
New Budget After Free Trial:
Dennison St.,
B. L. Parr
Little Rock
New budget:
-.
Woodland Corner
Tom Fortner.
One month free trial received:
New Liberty Oh.,
Ray Tweed
· BlytheviUe

Assoeiation
Pulaski Co.

Mississippi Co.
Mississippi Co.
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A testimony

a·m r esponsible for its use. So, 'above
all, I can at least be found faithful.

During our revival last spring, I was
made to realize anew the respons-ibilities of a choir member. I would like
to share some of my thoughts.

During thes·e days I have been made
aware of my influence a-s a choir member. The members of this church family ,
old and · young al-i ke, expect me to measure uP to the requirements of a faith-

Firsot, I was made to realize that the
fac e of a choir member should reflect
the inner joy that the privilege of s~ng
ing the Master's praises brings ... that
those in the audience would know that
this is a joy. . .not a job.

f ul choir member, filling my place, · unless actually providentially hindered.
Lest I le'ad one of these young ones to
think God's business less ·than important, can I do less than be a fa ithful,
prayerful, attentive, and radiant stew;
ard ?-Mrs. Leon ·Adams, Adult Choir
member, First Church, Warren

Feminine intuition

by Harr i et Ha ll
Second, I realized ·t hat the attitude
of a choir member during the service
should be prayerful and attentive. In
this respect, the choir member has a
responsibility that the average member
of the congregation does not have. As
the choir member faces the congregation, he •may be a ble to see those with
On previous trips to Florida my husband · and I have seen many of che scenic
definite needs-the lost, the unchurched, and interesting toul'ist attractions. On our last and most recent trip, however,
the stranger, the s·a d, those who need we had the pleasure of visiting one of Florid-a 's most outstanding attractionsto make decisions of one kind or anoththe John F. Kennedy Space Center.
er. Many• feelings can be read in the
face if we are willing and able . to see
The <two-hour guided tour was one of the most fascinating and educational
them. Then the invitation brings its two hours I have spent in -a' long time. I recommend it.
added respo,n sibility to every Christian,
Our tour conductor, Bob MacHardy, talked by intercom as he drove from one
but particularly t o the choir member.
So, though the choir member sings, he plilce to another in and around some of the large instaJ.lations on MerriJtt Island,
· an island 35 miles long, bounded by the Atlantic· Ocean on the east and the
also prays.
Indian River on the west.
During these days , these word-s from
Mr. MacHardy's comments helped even the average unscientific-minded folks .
11 Cor. 4:2 have come to have special
meaning for me: "Moreover ,it is re- aboard comprehend some of the awesome facts. For example, he pointed to what
quired in stewards that a man be found I thought looked l'i.ike the Jolly Green Giant's bed · springs and informed us thll;t
faithful." Since God gave me this voice, we were seeing "telemetry antenna."
though it is a very average vooce, I
We were all amazed by the awesome VAB-the Vehicle Assembly Building at
Launch Complex 39-the world's largest structure in cubic volume.

A trip to Cape Kennedy

ORDER FROM YOUR BAPTIST BOO KSTORE

"Someone figured out that you could park 33,000 Volksowagens on top of the
V AB ," our guide told us, "and ins~de you could place four and one-half Empire
State buildings."
When we went -i nside I gaped like • the proverbial country girl seeing her
first skyscraper. This is where they prepare ·the heavy launch vehicles of the Apol·
lo/Saturn V type.
".Saturn V can orbit 280,000 pounds or fly 90,000 pounds to the moon," we
were infol'med. ·
We saw the mobile service structure (5,000 ' tons of structural steel) and
the 6,000,000-pound tl'Rnsporter that can move its 12 million-pound cargo .at a
speed of one mile per hour.
"This transporter was built by the Marion Power and Steel Company of
Marion, Ohio, which is headed by a woman," our guide said. "No wonder it's
I so slow!" someone quipped.
The most interesting remark, however, came from an eleven-year-old bo.y
who was quite concerned about all the money being spent for manned space
flights at the Space Center. He had his own solUJtion.

HANDICAP RACE
by Dorothy Clarke Wilson

"You can have my homing pigeon and my grand'm other's parrot. The pigeon
could get them home, and the parrot could tell what they saw."

Author of Ten Fingers for God,
Take My Hand and Dr. Ida

A feeling of pathos came over us as we viewed Complex 34, the scene of
three tragic deaths. We viewed wit.h interest a memorial to the original seven
astronauts: Grissom, Glerin, Shepard, Coo:p.e r, Shira, Carpentel', and Slayton. '

Nicoalwo:Jif.:i:A

Perhaps the most exciting moment came as we viewed the .launch pad for the
manned space fHght to the moon-"to take place wi.thin this decade."
·

,4t8 8Prtn-Little ll<>ek
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We have done much toward exploring "outer space" but I wonder what we
have contributed to man's "inner space"-mind, heart, and spirit.
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Personal se·r vice emphasized
at s·t ate BSU convention
BY NANCY PHILLEY
BAPTIST STUDENT DIRECTOR, Hli!NDERSON STATE COLLEGE

"We need to become concerned about the things that concerned Jesus," Dr. Jack Noffsinger told messengers to "the
· State Ba·ptist Student Convention, held at First Church,
Conway, last week-end.
"Most of the things that absorb our energies and sap our
resources are tliings 'J esus didn't say much about," Dr. Noffsinger continuec\. "When Jesus talks about the last judgment, he doesn't single out any of the doctrinal points we
put so much emphasis upon. The dividing facto.r between
the blessed and the cursed · is 'What have you done unto the
least of these?'"
Dr. Noffsinger is pastor of Knollwood Church, WinstonSalem,· N. C. In a series of messages to the students representing 20 Arkansas college campuses, he developed the
theme "Unto the Least of These" with emphasis upon the
responsibility of the Chl'istian student to act in love toward
his fellow student.

RSU Choi1· of A?·kansas Tech pe?·forms at Sunday morning
se?·vice.
sions program they adopted.
A new project for this year will be the migrant. ministry
which will be directed by Gerald ·Cound, BSU director at
A&M. He and twenty students will follow migrant workers
through the states of California, Washington, and Oregon doing the same work the migrants do. In addition, they will
work with the children in the daytime, perhaps do some
literacy work wi•th the adults, and at night show films and
lead Bible study.
Other students will serve in Alaska, Idaho, Jamaica, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Panama, Trinidad, and , Arkansas (at Arkansas Bap.t ist Home for ·Childoren).

DR. Jack Noffsinger visits informally with Pasto?' William
Flynt of First Chu?·ch, Conway.
Deploring the "ever-widening gap between the Christian
students and the so-called 'worldly' students," he said: "We
must believe our God is big· enough to be their God too.
Only then can we really love and minister."

In addition, the students will provide a beach ministry
in Florida during the Easter vacation. Some thirty Ar~ansas
students will go to witness through folk music, drama, and
person-to-.person dialogue to the hundreds of students who
flock to the beaches for that season.
The Convention closed at noon Sunday.

The students reinforced the idea of breaking down all
walls ~nd removing all barriers in our efforts to minister to
those on the campuses when they passed a resolution saying:
"We recognize our prejudice in allowing social .position,
income, way of dre3s, personal habit3, race, and the unbelief
of our brother to separate us from him. We further recognize that the lives of the people we meet each day are our
greatest opportunity to minister un.to the least."
Other resolutions expressed .the students' intentions to
seriously pray fol' peace 'in the solving of problems, both
foreign and domestic, and their intention to cooperate with
other Christian organizations, while exp.re3sing gratitude f01
our B~tptist distinctives, in every effort to further the work
of God.
The th~me interpre.tation, written .by Dick Bumpass and
presented by •A rkansas State University students, portrayed
various "least of these" students to whom the members of
the B.SU could minister. The conclusion was: "Love is not
s·omething you feel or. a way of thinking. It is a way of
acting. Love is something you do."
The students will have many o·p portunities to put love
into action away from the campus through the summer mis-
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RETURNED Mi8sionary Journeyman Berta Sietz center,
talks with Jannette Thompson, Southern College, ~and · Jerry
Blacklaw, Hendrix.
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Southern Baptist datelines------------Degree exchange
at Southwestern
FORT WORTH, Tex.-The board of
trustees of ·southwestern Seminary, in
its November meeting, elected new offfcers, gave priority to building projects,
changed requirements for bac·h elor of
divinity graduates to qualify for the
master of divinity degree and hea1·d
numerous reports .
Plans for new building·s were outlined
by F. Howard Walsh, chairman of the
building· and grounds committee of the
trustees. Prior.i ties were given to a Children's Building, Health Center, a new
president's home, Physical Fitness Building, and additional parking·. Construction is contemplated for 1968 on most
of these projects.
One of the s•ignificant actions taken
by the trustees, according to Dr. J am·e s
E. Coggin, chairman of faculty and
curriculum committee, was the new
"more lenient" program of exchange of
theology degTees. The bachelor of divinity degr~e c·a n now be exchanged for
the master of divinity degree by· meeting the language requirements, passing
the comprehensive (correlation) examination and paying the $7.50 diploma
fee.
The trustees chang·ed the nomenclature of tbe basic theological degree
from bachelor to master in November
1966.
President Robert E. Naylor pointed ,out
that the 1,859 students enrolled in
1966-67 came to the Ft. Worth campus
from 41 states, 16 countries and attended 237 colleges and universities .

NEW officers for the boa1·d of trustee.q of Southwestern Seminary, shown left
to right: Wayne Evans, busines.q manage?· of the seminary, secretary; James
Coggin, pasto1·, Travi.q Avenue church, Ft. Worth, chairman; Robert E. Na;ytor,
president of the seminary; and Ralph Smith, pa11tor, Hyde Park church, Austin;
vici elucirman.
·
Frank Stovall was advanced from associate professor to )Jl'Ofessor of voice
and his title changed from acting chairman of the voice department to chairman.
The next semi-annual meeting was set
for February 2·6 and 27, 1968.

hospitals, but not grant~. The question
inyolves •whether loans involve a subsidy
and therefore come under the category
of "federal aid."
In another action, the , convention
spoke out against direct aid to private
schools that teach religio!l, especially
parochial, schools.
·

Louisiana Baptists
obiect to federal aid

In a somewhat contradictory action,
however, the convention called on the
U. S. Congress to enact laws which
.would provide ·scholarsh~ps to all college
"Southwe~tem
has certain distincLaFAYETTE, La.-Although calling students, including students who attives," he said. "It is unique in size.
on Congress to provide scholarships to tend · church-rel·a ted institutions.
There is not a comparable seminary in
the field of theological education. Evan- all college students, the Louis·i ana BapA strong stand was taken by the contist Convention took other ac~ions
gelism continues to permeat~ the whole
which forbid their hospitals from taking vention in support of the U. S. inlife of the seminary," he said.
federal ' aid in any form and opposed volvement in Vietnam. Although such
' resolutions normally pass through the
Naylor referred to the fact that stu- direct aid to parochial schools.
dents come from all over the world and
The convention approved a recommen- convention's resolutions committee, the
graduates go all over the world to serve. dation from its executive board which rules were suspended for the Vietnam
Over half of the men appointed by the sets a new policy with regard to fed- resolution which was adopted overSouthern Baptist Convention Foreign eral aid to the three hospitals owned whelming·ly when it was presented.
and Home Mlission Boards have been by the convention.
trained in Southwestern, he said.
In other act10n, the conventio-n vote..
The report said severing ties with
A committee to commemorate the the hospitals would be preferable to ac- to participate in an evangeListic cru60th year of the seminary and the lOth cepting any/ form of federal aid which sade in Korea in 19'70, and adopted a
year of Dr. Naylor's presidency was ap- might allow the government to exert .record $3•% million budget for 1968, an
'pointed: Ralph Smith, chairman; F. undue control over the hospitals.
mcrease of nearly $2-50,000.
Howard Walsh, J. T. Luther, Ft. Worth;
Perry· Sanders, pastor of First Ghurch,
Although it denied federal aid to the
Warren Hultgren, Tulsa, Okla., and
hospitals in any form, it did allow the La~Fayette, was elected president of the
Ray Perkins, Olney, Tex.
hospitals to participate in Medicare and convention. (B-P)
Jay Heflin, Little Rock, was elected to Medi-aid p:r:ograms.
fill the unexpired term of Kendall Berry, Blytheville. Berry resigned as a
HELP SMOI\EY
A question of interpretation was
BEAR PREVENT
trustee upon becoming executive secre- raised, s;ince the convention last year .in
FOREST FIRES
tary ·Of the Southern Baptist 'conven- Alexandria, . La, adopted a hospital polIN THE SOUTH
tion Foundation.
icy which allowed federal loans to the
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Canadian named head
of Baptist women's group.
W ASHINOTON-N or t h American
Baptist Women ip assembly here elected
a Canadian, Mrs. I. Judson Levy, Nov·a
Scotia, to head their Continental Union
for the next five years.
Mrs. Levy's husband is the dean of
the ·chapel of Acadian University, Wolfville, Nova Scotia.

to exchange · information; and to promote and participate in the Baptist
Women's Day of Prayer."
Over 1200 , women reg.istered for the
three-day meeting here . Nov. 16-18,
coming from Mexico and Jamaica as
well as from all across Canada and the
United States.

The new pres-ident is the second
Canadian to serve in this position. Mrs.
Edgar Bates, Ontario, was the union's
first president, serving 19·51-57.

Famed Negro S -p eaks

Mrs. Levy succeeds Miss Alma Hunt,
Birmingham, Ala., executive secretary
of Woman's MissionaFy Union of the
Southern Baptist Convention. Mis.s·
Hunt had been acting president since
the death of Mrs. William McMurry, who
was elected to the post f·ive years ago.

Thurman, dean emeritus of Marsh
Chapel at Boston Univ~Jrsity, spoke
three times during the conference, opening main sessions with a devotional
meditation· on the natuFe of commitment and service to God.

Negro Theologian Howard Thurman
was the featured speak~r at the meeting.

"The growing· encounter with the living God is the greatest possible human
event," the quiet-spoken minister and
writer said in his opening mess-a ge.
"The things you prefer will live in
your soul and spirit, and you will grow
into their likeness," he told women
from all across the North American
- -Continent.

Named as vice president is Mrs. Mary
0. Ross, Detroit, Mich., president of the
Woman's Convention, Auxiliary to the
National Bl!ptist Convention, USA, Inc.
A pastor's wife from Sioux F.alls,
S. D., Mrs. Maurice Wes~an, was
elected secretary. Mrs. Wessman is a
member of the .Baptist General Conference.
Thurman described the essence of
A Washington, D. C., homemaker. commitment as "yi,elding the nerve cenaligned with both the American and ter of consent" to God. Commitment
Southern Baptist Conventions, Mrs.
L. S. Casazza, was named treasurer.

means to make all the manifold• expressions of one's personality "a lung
through which God breathes," he explained.
The famed Negro lecturer, described
by Life magazine as one of the 12
greatest preachers of this century, urged
the women to admit the living God to
the "core" of their lives, giving God
"initiative at the nerve .center of consent."
Thurman Wl\rned against the kind of
ministry to persons which is not done
out of love but is done s~mply from a
sense of decency or in aesthetic response
to the ugliness of life. "Commitment
to s-ervice means to love," he said.
"Love means that I must .i dentify with
the person who is dirty," he continued.
(BP)

--About people
LOREN R. WILLIAMS has been
named music sal-es specialist for the
wholesale sales department of the SunJ
day .School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention.
A 15-year veteran of the board, Williams is the first music sales specialist
to serve in the board's publishing division.
A graduate of State College in
Springf-ie1ld, Mo., William!! received his
master of music· and doctor of music
education degrees from Mt. Vernon Uni-·
versi.t y, Washington, D. C. (BP)

The organization a·lso named f·ive
members-at-large to its Executive Committee which cond-u cts the union's business in yearly meetings. They are:
Miss Edwina Robinson, a Southern
Baptist from Jackson, Miss.; Mrs. Waller Grosser, American Baptist from La
Grange, Ill.; Mrs. Delmar r,, Wesseler,
Lorraine, Kan., affiliated with the North
American Baptist General Conference;
Mrs. Frank Wigginton, American Baptist from Phil:ippi, W. Va., and Mrs.
L. S. Gaillard, Birmingham, Ala., a
member of the National Baptist Convention USA, Inc.
In business session, outgoing treasurer Mrs. Frank Wigginton reported that
$66,389 had passed through the treasury in the past year. Funds for the
continental unions of the Baptist World
, Alliance women's department come fr.om
contributions through the Baptist Women's Day of Prayer.
The North American Baptist Women's
Union is a diviS1ion of the women's department of the Baptist World Alliance.
The group of 14 Baptist conventions,
unions and associations meets every five
years.
According to its constitution, the purpose of the union' is "to promote fellowship, deeper sympathy, and fuller
understanding among Baptist women;
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SOUTHERN Baptist missionary
Sanderford, of the Baptist Spanish
Publishing House, El Paso, Tex., shows children's literatu1·e to 'young Peruvians
at an evangelical coroference on communication!!, held recently ·in Huampani, Peru.
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AiT·L ANTA-Southern Bapti-st agencies are consolidating forces for a twoyear push that 'lllay utilize up to $25
milHon to start new churches in 500
carefully-defined strategic locations.
'" Project 500"
Tagged "Project .500," the 1969 effort
will involve virtually all denomina'tional agencies and will draw Iay v.olun-•
teers and funds fDom strong "helper"
churches to initiate the new work,
·
'nhe project will concentrate on such
strategic locations as capitalls, port
cities, transpoDtati~m and business hubs,
and educational centers in areas of the
nat'i<m centered since 1<940 by Southern
Baptists, 'whic·h meanS' primMly the
NoDtheast and parts of the West and
Midwest.
More than $2 million in anticipated
1968 and 1969 Annie Armstrong (Home
Missi()n) offering receipts plus s·p ecially allocated funds in the Home Mission
Board budgets will be earmarked for
the project.
About $12 miUion in anticipated
church loan .funds and m()ney generated
by the new congregations will add up
eventually to an anticipated $25 million.
The SBC Brotherhood Commission
and .the Woman's Missi{)nary Union will
major on the campaign, and Sunday
School Board materials will ·b e aimed
at generating concern and support.
The Home Missi<>n Board's Christian
Service Corps will be used to recruit
both l<mg-term and short-term lay volunteers to aid the fledgling "Project
500" congregations.
From 1964·66, the net gain in churches
was reported at 262, 409 and 152 annua.'lly, respectively, Aside from the
mathematics of churches consolidating
and closing, most of the increases can
be accounted for as new churches (which
normally sprout up where a handful of
Baptist fami'lies exist)'.
"Project 500", however, will examine
factors such as geography, political influence, communications and transportaUon,
population
patterns
and
strengths of existing. Christian witness
to determine the most s·t rategic locations.
"We expect 'Project 500' to be above
.a nd beyond no11mal growth," s~id Loyd
Corder {)f the Home Mi:s·s i{)n Board, who
will oversee the project.
"The normal growth that occurs when
neighborh{)ods are in need of a church,
or when en<>ugh Baptists are together
to meri.t a new wo.r k, ·s hould continue.
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iWhat ':Plloject,500' will do is strengthen
Bapti·s t witness at the most strategic
locations in terms of l<>ng-range influence and church growth development."

The system for choosing the locations
allows for about 1,100 recommendations
from the field. State miss~on executives
and the Home Mission Board wiH pare
down the recommendations to total
In short, "Project 5oo" will lay the 111bout 500 of the most strategic lof()undations for a generation of church cations.
growth is the newer areas of Bapmst Help aids
work.
Sponsoring churches will be enlisted
Sites ileleeted
near the "Project 500" locations to
serve as coordinating agents ·between
The H()me Mission Board's program the local congregations and the associaof establishing new chuliChes and church- tions, state conventions and Home Mistype missions, under the direction of sion Board.
Corder, already has selected about 300
of the "I>.roject '5 00" locations, using a
The sponsor churches also wm pro-•
process · of elimination system that be- vide counsel and guidance through their
gins with local area mi·s sionaries.
mission committees as well as resources
such as m~npower wd firnances.
A diverse pattern has developed, ranging from downtown locations to popu- · "Helper" chuliChes from more distant
lous suburban . communities. The Ioca- areas will enlist volunteers who will be
tions also are covering a range of eco- wiling to donate vacation time or more
nomic .and racial makeups.
extended periods to go to the "Project
500" loeations as Christian, Service
Pullman, Was·h., is one of the sitell Corp workers.
selecied. It is a town of slightly more
than 20,000, and home for Washington
Radio and .television sp.o t announce..
State University, which has 33'5 foreign ments, handbHls, hymn festivals, public
s.t.udents enrolled amoog more than lectures, family life conferences, li.teracy and language classes, lette~· and
10,000 students.
telephone campaigns, home fellowships
Als{), just a few miles across the and a variety of other community-type
border in Moscow, Idaho, is the Uni- ministries will intensify the initial bevers.fty of Idaho. Pullman a·l so is a ginnings of the new congregations.
farming and ranching community in a
farming and ranching region of t)te
Home Mission Board staff members
state.
representing metropolitan mission, pioneer missions and rural-•urban missions
In the Northe~st, Worcester, Mass., will visit the "Project 500" locations
and New Haven, Conn., serve as prime to offer encouragement and mission ime~amples.
·
petus.

These three departments, aldng with
The Worcester work is underway in
that metropolitan area of 600,000. The language missions, comprise the program
citt is a financial and industr·i ai center . of establishing new churches ·a nd
.a nd i•s home for three coLleges: Beaker chuliCh~type missions. ·
College, •WoliCester Junior CoUege and
Clark University.
.
Set location criteria
The mission that is underway is in
an inner-city community, and the presence of ethnic groups such as Canadians, Irishmen, Italians, Russians and
Swedes constitutes the need for a diverse language ministry.

Local miss·i onaries are making their
rec6mmend·a tions for the strateg·ic locations, using, in order of priority, the
following criteria for "strategic."

A geographic co,mmunity with great
unmet needs that could be met by the
Worcester is the second largest city mini.stry and witness of a new chumh.
'
in Massachusetts.
A location from which a new church
New Haven, home of Yale University could wield the strongest possible inand Southern Connecticut State College fluence for God in a surrounding area.
has a population of 278,000 and is ~
"A city that is a business or political
manufacturi.ng and merchandising cen- center, for eJCample, could have high..
ter.
way·s and railroads and a good airport
A detail~ community study form has and may even be a recreation center "
·been prepared for local missionaries to Corder said. "A churc·h would have oo~
fill out on recom<ended locations which tact with a larger commun:ioty than it
considers populalbilQn breakdowns by eth- serves directly and thus exert more in.
n~C; ~rigin, language wd reldgious af-• fluence."
A community surrounded Qy areas of
fihat10n. It also determines the economy and influence of the community need, so that a church established, now
itself and detai·l s the needs for a Bap- could establish actively new missions
later.
tist witness.
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A location through which a church
would minister to people who would
convey the gospel message to otl,cr parts
of the nation and world.

warn 5 a g a .• n st merger

AKRJON, Ohio-A resolution warning
In major business action, the conventhat the "ecumenical urge to merge" tion adopted a 19-68 budget of $1,108,019,
might tempt some Baptists into com- aJllocating 33 per cent to Southern Bappromising conformity wa·s adopted here tist Convention world mis·s ion causes.
by the · State Convention of Baptists in
Amendments to the budget recomA healfuy prospect ·f or developing suf- . Ohio during their annual session.
mended by the financ·e commit'tee added
ficient strength to accomplish these
The resolution stated that the ecu- $4,000 for scholarships for Baptist stugoals . ..
menical urge to merge is prev-alent and dents, and changed a pol·i cy on the swl-·
"Usually the pros·p ect of becoming popular in both l~beral ecumenicity and aries of offdce secretaries and tenure
self--supporting is' .t he first criteria in evangelical alliance, and warned that for staff members.
stated," ·Corder said. "We think it's im- "many are tempted into compromising
During a pre-convention meeting of
·
portant but we are considering it fifth conformity."
the. convention's Executive Board, Wil-·
on the list of priorities."
Although the resolution did not spe- liam H. Slagle of Indianapolis, Ind., was
A good p.otenti.al for strengthening cifica~ly state that B-aptists should avoid elected director of the Ohio Convention's
the S•t ate and national work of Southern the ecumenical movement, it implied Brotherhood department.
such, depending on interpretation. The
Baptists.
Slagle, secretary of evangelism and
brief resoJution concluded by saying:
Brotherhood for the · State Convention
"Some locations for a church would
"Ther.efore, be it resolved that the of Baptists -in Indiana for the past two
not particularl'Y .affect the influence of
the state or national convention," Cor- messengers to this convention declare years, will succeed Darty F. Stowe, who
der said, "but a capital city location, .t hemselves a•s commited unequivocally has been elected Ohio's associate executo the practice of New Testament prin-· tive secretary in c·h·a rge of annuity
for example, would." (BP)
·
ci~es traditionally and historically ada:nd foundation promotion. Stowe pre-·
hered to by the God-Nessed people called v·i ously served in a dua•l capacity, proBa·p tists."
moting both Brotherhood and annuity
Population: 3.3 billion
work in Ohio.
Another resolution adopted by the
UNIT E•D NATIONS, N. Y.-The convention called upon every church and
Re-elected as president of the conworld's population reached a total of association in the Ohio fellowship to com- vention was ·Clay I. Frazier of Vermilion,
3;366,000,000 in mid-1966 and should - -mit themselves to total involvement in Ohio. The . 19&8 convention . will meet in
double by. the year 2,005 if the present the Crusade of the Americas.
Columbus, Ohio. (BP)
1.9 per cent rate of growth continues
as anticipated.
"Port cities, academic communities,
tourist areas, !flilitary areas, etc., all
would be considered under this point,"
Corder said.

Fa••th at 1OS

The United Nations Demographic
Yearbook, 1966, just released here, also
discloses:
- That the mid-1966 world total is
61 million higher than the comparable
figure for mid-1965. In other words, the
population increased by an average net
figure of 1•67,000 every d·ay of the year
covered.
-That nearly three-quarters, or 72
per cent, of the world's .peop1'e live in
the "developing" regions. One-half of
the total is on the Asian continent.
-That in "developing" countries, 41
per cent of the population is under 15
years of age, compared with 2:8 per cent
in the more developed countries.
- That the global death rate during
the first half of ·t he 1960's was around
16 per 1,000 of popu1'ation. The death
rate of the "developing" countries alone,
however, was more than double the rate
of 9 per 1,000 recorded for the 25 per
cent of the earth's inhabitants who live
in the developed areas.

Grandma Natoruck Tucker, who is about 108 years old but still agile enough
to live alone, surely is the oldest (and proba>bly most colorful) Christian in
Fairbanks, Alaska, and perhaps the oldest Southern Baptist in the world.

-That the birth rates averaged 40
per 1,000 population in · "developing"
She is a member of the Friendship Mission, wher.e Mr. and Mrs. John ls·a acs
countries in the 1960-1•964 period, compa~ed with 2-1 per 1,000 in developed serve as missionaries. Grandma attended ·services for two years, had a deep ex•
p.erience with Christ, but she used "too old" as an excuse for not making a
regions.
public profession. IShe did it, however, in 1965, and in 1006 finally overcame
The yearbook report said that the the . same excuse again and was baptized.
life eJCpectancy for both sexes has been
Currently, Mrs. Isaacs is teaching Grandma to ·read and w:i-ite. S·o far, she
steadily increasing during the past 20
years. Females have the longest Ufe !an write her name, Jesus and J-0-H-•N., with 'the perio~ because· that's the
expectancy in every age agroup. (EP)
way it is in her .Bible. (Home Mission Board photo by Don Rutledge.)
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Why not give your relatives a;n,d friends a .subscription to the Arkansas-Baptist Newsmagazine.

f

Y pur gift subscription will convey your message of lov~
and good cheer every single week for an entire year, for
only a few cents a week.

A Letter Will Be Sent From Our Office
·' Notifying Each One of Your Gift

·----------------------~
.One subscrlption. _____________ ~--------------~--$2.25 · as usual
Each Additional Subscription. ______________________________ ....$2.00 each

i
j

Please send the Arketnsets Betptist Newsmagetzine for one
year to each of ·the following, as a Christmas gift from me.

I
I

My check for $........................ accompanies this list.

REALISTIC RELIGIOUS
fiCTION AND
APOPULAR LESSON
COMMENTARY

Name ..................................................................................................... .

Street or P.O. Box................................................_..ZIP Code..........::·•
City.................................................................... State........................... .
I

A Combination Offer
to Save You Money

Name ..................................................................................................... .

Street or P.O. -Bos................................................. .ZIP Code............. .
. City.................................................................... State ........................... .
f

Name ..................................... - ................ :............................................. .

Street or P.O. Bos ....................................... ,.......... ZIP ·Code............ ..
Clfr.................................................................... SD'te.......................... ..
~ame

................................:.......................................................... ,......... .

Street or P.O. Bos...................................................ZIP Code............ ..
City.................................................................... State.......................... ..
i I

~---------------------~
Please indicate if you would like to be notified at expiration.
This order is from
Name ......................................................................................................

j

j

i

Street...................................................................... ZIP Code....., ......... .
City.:............................................... _..............- .&ate..............................!
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tHE CROSSES AT ZARIN
Jean Bell ·Mosley
"A splendid portrayal of a man torn
by hatred, suspicion, and revenge
and finally touched by the love of
God, has deep universal appeal.
The portrait of Zebedee, father of
James and .John, is strong and virile;
so is the message this story leaves
in the reader's mind."
-Daniel A. Poling
Chain;nan of the board,
The ·Christian Herald
Sold separately, $4.50
BROADMAN COMMENTS, 1968
Edward A. McDowell
and live other authors
Annual commentary on the International Sunday School Lessons
with easy-to-use teaching plan for
each lesson. Also contains clearly
organized and stimulating exposition
of Bible material, realistic applica·
tion to everyday living, and visual
aid suggestions.
Sold separately, $3.25
Buy Jhe SPECIAL
COMBINATION for $6.95

401 WES·T CAPITOl.. AVENUE

-- ---
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Get these BROADMAN·
PRESS titles from yc:fur
Baptist Book Store
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The cover

- - - - - - - T h e bookshelf
A Functioning Faith, by Billy Simmons, World Books, $3.50.

and motion' pictures and TV and perfume ad men above the Word of God.
The Bible declares that. God is love. How
closely does your concept of love resemble the love of God?"

'Dhis is a study of the New · Testament book of James, which centers on
cant and sham, partiality, self-ag·grandizement and gossip,
of whic.h are
as real problems today as whe.n the in- spired wr.i ter first de·a lt with them.
Mount Vernon.: the, Legacy , by ElThe author is pastor of Centml Bapswyth Thane, Lippincott, 1967, $·6.9·5
tist 'Church, Carthage, Tex., and a docMore than the story of a complex ·
toral graduate of New Orleans Semi·a nd difficult re scue and r estora tion of
nary.
a historical landmark, this is the story '
of th e people behind the scen es and
How to Stay Alive All Your Life, by their very personal involvement in the
C. W. Franke, Zondervan, 1967, $3 .95
task they had set themselves-especially
those wom en from every state in the
This book has ~ sp.e cial word for perUnion who, through the years, have
sons searching for faith, for those in- beggerl and borrowed, a s th e occasion
terested in psychology, for those seek- req!Jired, to re-establish Mount Vernon
ing the more abundant life, and for the as Washington knew it.
downhearted and the fearful. One chapter is titled, "There Is No Wrong Side
of Sixty."
Jesus in Our Time, by James :vicLeman, Lippincott, 1967, $3 .95

all

THE millions of "um·eachab(es" behind
Make Love Your Aim, by Eugenia
the cm·tains of iron, barnbo,o and .#superstition, rnany of 1Vhom. cannot read Price, Zondervan, 1'967, p.95
o·r w1·ite, need 01t?' p1·nye1·s daily. Many
Miss Price says anyone can be "an
of' til.:.~ e unfo1·tunate people are receiv- expert on love" if he will dare to disi;tg the' Radio and Television Commis- __rover for himself the love God offers .
sion's b?·oadcasts of the Gospel, which "We have so sentimentalized our congo ont ove1· the entire world. As you. cept of love that it bears no resempray for them, also kee1J in mind the blance to the original," she writes. "We
Lottie Moon Ch1·istmas ofje1·ing, which have taken the w.ordof romantic· novels
enables you to take an active pa1·t · in
assist·i ng the advancement of the foreign 'Dead' soldier .r eturns
missions p1·ogrwm. What better way to
make this season of the yea?' mo1·e
WASHINGTON, D. C.-A GI in Vietmenning ful, ·than praye1·.~ ancl giving? nam, pronounced dead on the field from
wounds suffered after a booby trap exploded, later showed signs of life under
' the embalmer's knife.
Sp.ec . 4 Jacky C. Bayne, 22, of Fort
Mill, S. C., was pronounced dead near
Chu Lai, according to a report by the
Associated_ Press, after doctors had
worked for 45 minutes trying resuscitation.

LARGE TYPE in a SMALL BIBLE
King Jame s Version
Printed in the riew ION A CLEAR
TYPE text, th e fine st mo st read·
able type in a eoat poeket Bible.
Self·pronoundng . India paper
edition. Size 7% x 4 Ya in. Only
% inch thick. Weighs just 13
ounces and fits the coat pocket
as shown.
1501X: leatheroid, flexible covers,
limp style, gold edges. ·.$6.75·
1591 X: Genuine leather, flexible
· semi-overlapping covers, gt>ld edges

$9.50
Thumb index $1.75 extra

Order from your

BAPTIST BOOK STORE
'
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His seemingly lifeless body was sent
to a registration section nearby. Sometime later-no one know.s exactly how
long·-when the embahper's knife made
its first incision there was a faint flicker
of life and Bayne was rushed back to
a field -hospital. After more resuscitation and numerous bloocl transfusions
there were other signs Qf life.
Today, more than three month s later,
Bayne in moving toward at least limited recovery at Walter Eeed. Hosp.ital in
Washington.
An Army doctor, who declined to be
identified, gave much of the credit for
Bayne's recovery to his ·61-year-old
mother. Mrs. Buni Bayne has . stayed
at her son's side since he arrived at
'falter Reed in early August.
"He says j)he Lord broug·ht him back
from Vietnam," said Mrs. Bayne. (EP)

Two basic qu estion s are dealt with
here: What can we know about J es us ?.
What can we believe about Jesu s in the
light of modern idea s of faith .'and history? The author assesses the modern
historical point of view and th e Christian conviction about J es us.

-

•••••

KLM offers a new 15-day
•
Bible Lands I Europe Tour
- 3 countries,
$898* comP.Iete.
KLM's tour includes all the inspiring
cities and shrines of Israel, plus the best of
Greece and Italy-in first-class comfort.
KLM's price covers round-trip jet
economy excursion fare from New York,
deluxe and ·first-class hotels (private .
bath~), meals, tips, transfers, sightseeing.
Escorted departures every Monday .
(Mon. and Thurs. starting Jan. 1, 1968).
Clip coupon. Then see your travel agent.

*Baseil

on 14/21 day, 15 person CIT fare.

~----------- - -- -- ~

Please send free brochure with details
of KLM's 15-day Bible Lands/Europe
Tour for $898 complete. I am interested in leaving on or about--- Name_________

I
I
I'

I

~--------

Addr.ess; ____________ __
City _ _ _ _ State _ __ _6JZip _ _

KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines
Dept. C, 609 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y.10017
JL

L - - - ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES- -&

Ptt-~
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nts •1n 'talk-back'
NASHVILL~-::Soutnern rlaptiSt Uonvention prQgram leaders are ·b eginning a
year of denominational dialogues that
are giving college students a chance. to
"talk back" about their conventions.
After the first "series of dialogues on
three Texas campuses last month, the
effort seems headed for success.

The purpose of the program, according
to R. H. Falwell Jr .. of the Southern
Baptist Sunday School Board here, ia
to "help guide Southern .B aptists in
more effective planning."
Falwell, program director of' the
board's student department, said the
method of the dialogues is for the leaders to listen to the opinions and suggestions of the students and then attempt to relate the denomination's in~
teres.ts to them.

answers hom an authoritative
point.

Magazine draws protest
view-

"They would ask when the convention was going to change its 'position'
on ecumenism and fraternities. But they
didn't understand the nature of the conve.ntion," Falwell added. He said they
didn't seem to know ·t hat the convention is for service to the churches and
is not an authoritarian group.

SHAWNE·E , Okla.- An unofficial student pubiHcatiQn at Oklahoma Baptist
University has brought public protes.t
from a g roup of about 20 ministers
fvom Oklahoma City.
. The controversy, flared into headline!!
in major Oklahoma newspapers when the'
ministers met with OBU President
Grady C. Cothen to demand "an explanation of the studen.t magazine."

Some were critical of the lack of
youth in the programming organizations
of the conventiQn, and wanted selected
students to be placed in convention planning· groups.

Target of . the d~spute is an independent publication called The Pluralist,
circulated and sold among the Baptist
school's students by a panel of four students who edit it.

Falwell said there was general praise
for the dialogue a·p proach, .both from
Baptist stlidents and those of other denominations.

Content of the essay and poetry format magazine has included opinions of
the war in Vietnam, and has been c·r itical of th!=! Baptist school's administra-•
tion and state Baptist leaders.

"Information. received from reaction
and suggestions for future Baptist work
wiU be shared wi·t h Southern Baptist and state convention leaders," Falwell said.

"Some students from other faiths were
surp.rised that denominational leaders
would s'u bmit their programs to criticism
from students," he · said.

Fe.lweJ:l said some very definite reacti<ons were noticed at the first series of
conferences, held at North Texas State
University in DentQn, I Tex., Southwestern Seminary, Ft. Worth, and Baylor
University, Waco, Tex.
More reactions will coine from three
other denominational dialogues, each
held at several colleges near Southern
Baptist-owned semdnaxies. Dialogue ses-·
sions are scheduled in the New Orleans area in January; in the San Fr·an-•
cisco area i:n March; and in the Wake
Forest, N. C., area in ~pril.

"OUI· students didn't think we would
come and ask them what they thQught.
As one student put it, it was gratifying to find out our leaders would
come and listen rather that bludgeon
the students," Falwell said.
But one young man, he said, made
the tvip worth the effort in one statement.
"This day has heped me," he said,
·"All my life the Sunday School Board
has been just a great white heaven.
Now I feel they oore about me." (UP)

Smoldering opposition to The Pluralist was fanned into a flame by the cover of the cunent issue, which pictured
a S'hapely OBU student clad in a bikini,
a guitarist, and a hippy standing behind a communion table. The caption
r ead: "Where Is The Church?"
The magazine · also carried an article
by · an OBU student entitled "How I
Spent My S.omber Vacation!' describ-·
ing a speaker at the Oklahoma Baptist
assembly as "one of those neon-lighted
beff9ns generally as extinct as a dodo
bird."
The controversies erupted one we~k
before the annual meeting of the Baptist General Convention of Oklahoma,
which owns Oklahoma Baptist University as its only school. (BP)

At the Texas college dialogue. sessions, most of the suggestions urged
church programs that deal w'ith current
issues and life problems, said Falwell.
The students also called for an earintroducti;on of real .thoology and
current .issues in .Sunday School and
Training Union organizations. Many of
them felt thei'l' s·p iritual preparation for
college was inadequate.

H~r

"We weren't prepared for college-level
thinking," they said. "When we were
ohalllenged by other betiefs, or by those
who had no beliefs, we felt at a loss.
We didn't have the ·b ackground to be
competent witness on campus."
Their reaction was that ~heir church
teachers should be .b etter trained so they
could adequately prepare their students
for life.
"'Most of us dQn't know what 'Baptist' means," said one student. "We
need to know what Baptists stand for."
Falw~ll said most students seemed to
have a stereotyp.e view of Southern Baptists as people who didn't know what
the real issues were. He said some were
frustrat,ed because they couldn't receive
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BAYLOR'S only Ne.gro professo?·-'l'aking integmtion calmly, the only Negro
professor at Baylor University (Baptist) in Waco, 1'ex., shrugs ar¢ says it's
no different there than at a Neg1·o school. "People a1·e people," comments. Mrs.
(Dr.) Vivienne Malone May es, who teaches mathematics at Baylo1·. There are
about 37 Negroes amwng Baylor's 6,500 students. (BP Photo)
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THE MOST ' SIGNIFICANT RELIGIOUS WORK OF THE YEAR!
The New · Testament from 26 Translations-new to give you instant
access to· the complete King James Version plus the most significant
alternate renderings from 25 other translations. Save $2.55 on, introductory offer. Order before Dec. 31, 1967 at only $9.95 per copy.
Beginning Jan. 1 regularly priced at $12.50.

MEMBER OF THE FAMILY-The C/ew·black KJV Reference Bible
with Concordance . . . an exceptionally handsome yet uncommonly
inexpensive Bible with features seldom found in any but the most
costly volumes. Includes concordance, 624 pages of helps, center
column references, full -color-maps, plus many other features. From $9.95

EASY READING FOR ANY EYES-Imperial Pica Text Bibles with
extra-large type for public reading and those with declining eyesight .
. Fea~ures headbands, full-color maps; ribbon marker, presentation page
and family record with black and gold marriage certificates. From $8.50 ,
I

I·

THE BIBLE THAT GIVES THE MEANING THE AUTHORS
INTENDED! The Amplified Bible-unlike any other Bible you've
ever read. Provides additional words and phrases which clarify the
meaning of Holy Scripture as intended by the original authors. From $9.95

REALLY TWO 'BOOKS IN ONE! The New Encyclopedic Reference
B(ble, a complete KJV Bible and Bible study cou~se-now with TransVision® Map Systems of The Journeys of St. Paul and of The Sacred
Lands. Features 300-pa.ge cyclopedic index, center column references,
detailed introductions to every book of the Bible, plus many other
valuable helps.
From $19.95

from your Baptist Book Store

ZONDERVAN J
BIBLES ARE LIFETIME GUARANTEED

~

ZONOERYAN PUBliSH ING HOUSE • GRANO RAPI DS, MICH. 49506
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the birds' birthday present
BY

JEAN BRABHAUR MOKINNEY

December 9 was Lance's birthday. 'His mother had ·already baked and iced the cake for his· <birthday party. Lance
fell as leep thjnking abo ut how lovely it wouLd look when
t he candles were lighted.
· The next mornin g· was Saturday and Daddy was at home.
But even with Daddy around, the day seemed long.
Lance would loo'k at the big clock in the hall and ask,
"How many hours before my birthday party, Daddy? How
long before my birthday party, Mother?"
F inally Daddy called softiy, "Lance, come look out the
den window."
Lance looked and saw two ·beautif).ll, bright-red birds
pecking away at the gr0und.
"The cardinals are pecking for seeds to eat. They're hungry. The gTo und is froze n hard."
"There a1·en'rt; many birds around now, ~re there, 'D addy?"

-'

.

"No , Son, mqst of them . go south this time of year. The
few left have a ha rd t ime getting food."
"Maybe Mother could g ive us something for them."
Mother did. They scattered the biscuits and pieces of stale
doughnuts a·bout. From the den , they watched the birds pecking away, hungrily.

Lance even forgot about hjs birthday party for a while.
Soon the cl<>ck was striking twelve and Mother was calling,
"Lunch is ready."
Daddy was • saying, "Time for a little boy to stop waltch·
ing pirds eat and start eating for himself."
Even when Lance was taking his rest after lunch; he
could see birds fluttering by his window on their way to the
garden for crumbs.
"We'll have to save them some birthday cake crumbs,"
Mother told Lance as she dressed him for the party after
'h is ·nap_.
About this time the doorbell rang. Two of the children
and their mothers came in with a rush of cold, outside air.
When all the boys and girls had arrived, Mother led the
way to the basement playroom.
There they had so much fun opening presents, playing
games, and listening to stories. Then Mother .came in with
Lance's beautiful, white birthday cake-its red candles burning brightly. Everyone had a slice of cake with ice cream
before they went home.
Mother came back down to the dt:n after all the children
had lef~. She said, "There's another nice present upstairs
1
for you, from Mother and Daddy."
ExCitedly, Lance followed Mother upstairs to the den.
Outside the big windows overlooking the garden, Daddy
stood, waving and smiling . .Beside him was something that
looked like a birdhouse.
"A- a- birdhouse?'' asked Lance.
"No," said Mother. '"A bird feeder. And here'.s sot:ne seed
to fill the ·feeder."
I
Mother handed another birthday packa ge to Lance. On
it was a card saying, "·F rom Lance to the birds."
Mother and Lance hurri.edly put on their coats and rushed
out to help Daddy fill the feeder with nice tasty seeds. They
also scattered some of the seeds
the ground and filled
a pan with water.

un

Back in the house they sat quietly in front of the big
den windows. The cold raindrops were turning to snow. Soon
the bright-red cardinals found the bird feeder. How hungrily
they ate. Then came a sparrow-two--three--chickadees.
They sang merrily and ate while the snow quickly covered
the garden.
"Cheep, cheep," they said. "Tweet, tweet."
"I gues3 they're singing happy birtl}day to Lance," smiled
Mother.
"The feeder is the best birthday present of all," said
Lance to Mother and Daddy. "It's. a birthday present
for the birds as well ~s for me."
"Cheep, cheep," the smallest sparrow sang, as if he understood.
•
(Sunday
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Sunday School lessons
Life and work

•
Worship th.ro·u g·h serv1ce

Decembet· 10
M-a tthew 21 :28-32
Job 21 :15-17

BY C.

W.

BROCKWELL JR., PASTOR.

GRAVES 'MEMORIAL CHURCH, NORTH LITTLt;. ROck
I

Promptly at 7 p.m. on Wednesday This le••on treatment is .baMd on the Llf<t aild
morning, May 3'0, 1967, in Miami Beach, Work Curriculum for Southern Baptlat Church·
copyrhrht by The Sunday School Boarcl of
Fla., President H. Franklin Paschall es,
the Southern Baptist ConventloYI, All rlchtc recalled the llOth session of the South- served. Used by perm4o~lol'.
ern Baptist Convention to order. The
,
general theme of the convention was
one
of
the
Twelve
but
he
never
bec·a me
"M·a ndate to Minister." We are now
two months into the year of ministry a disciple. He professed disc·i pleship
for Southern Baptists. What will 11 but never ·practiced it. When the show-·
million Southern 'Baptists do · to help down came, he chose the things of the
our world this year and next? How will world over Jesus. Demas did also and
our 34,000 churches use over ·600 mil-• so have many others since the'h· time.
lion dolla·rs given to them to carry out
Think about yesterd·ay. How many
Christ's ·program of work? Will our t imes did you actually make a choice
three billion dollars worth Of church th·at placed you squarely op. God's side
property help or hinder us in mee't ing against the standards of the world?
the spiritual needs of mankind ?
Most of the time we make choices without
analyz.ing them beforehand. We
It ·a ll depends on y~u.
make the ·c hoices on t~e basis of a cenIt depends on you who said you would ' tral or supreme value in our life. For
follow Christ anywhere but still remain the Christian that central value is
one of three million "non-resident" Christ. We should determine all our actions .by relating them. to his wilL (For
members.
an excellent discussion of this see the
It depends on you who said you be- Adult Training Union lesson for Octo-·
lieved the Bible to be true but have her 1 by Ross Cogg.ins.)
never joined the one organization set
up to study the Biblical revelation, the Do you love Jesus?
Sunday SchooL
The above question is always with
It depends on you who make up the ·us. Jesus first asked it of Peter and
small minority which gathers on Sun-• he continues to ask it of us because we
day evening to sharpen your skills as are all like Peter. We · overestimate our
own power and underestimate the Deva church member.
il's power.
It depends on you who stop short of
What did Jesus mean by this pen'ethe tithe because of prima·ry interest
trating question? If we add three words
in something besides God's work.
to the question we may gain some inIt depends on you who place Christ sight into its meaning.
.before anytbing and anyone every day ·
of your life.
·
Do you love Jesus more? After a
hearty breakfast of fish and bread, J eI'm only one, but. .
sus reminded Peter of what he was be-So wa\S Paul! He said "I will not fore discipleship (son of Jonas). With
work fo ·:· Jesus." And he stirred up. all a sweep of the hand toward the boat,
the trouble he could. Most trouble- the net and the f·i sh, Jesus asked whethmakers are troublemakers because they er these things were the most imporare saying no to Jesus. They are like tant to Peter. When a job or recreaone of the sons Jesus talked about. tion take precedence over Godly service,
Later, however, Paul did repent and we destroy ourself and eventually· lose
probably did more work than anyone what we cherish. The Christian is to
else. What if all troublemakers did the se·r ve God through his job and recreation. If he cam:10t, he is either out of
same?
fellowship with God or the activity is
Look at Peter! He said, "I will stand inconsistent with righteous living.
for you, Lord; anywhe·re, anytime." He
It is possible Jesus was .referring to
had to eat those words and they made
him sick at heart (Matt. 26:75). I.t hap- "these others." Remember that Peter
pens to every Christian who promises had boa·s ted once before that his was
God he will do his work and never does tl:Je greatest love. This time he made no
it. The tragedy is that the repentance compa1'isons. The only acce·p table stand-·
may come too late or never come at ard is to compare your love for Christ
all. Judas is .a case in point. He was to his love . for • you.
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Do you love Jesus enough? Thus f·ar
Peter . had been looking· out only for
himself. Jesus challenged him ·to help
others. If you don't love Jesus enough
to help someone else, your love is very
immature. "There is no exercise better
for the heart than reaching down and
lifting people up" (John Andrew Holmer).
Think of the companions of PauL
They lived and died in his shadow and
we only know a few of their names.
But only God can measure the help
they gave to make Paul great. "We
cannot all be great," said Harry Emerson Fosdick, "but we can attach ourselves to something that is great."
"Somebody Needs Your Love" · is not
onty a good song but a great truth a s
well.
Jesus made certain that Peter understood the high cost of loving. He would
someday have to give his life in order
to remain loyal. Jesus spoke from experience. Ever so often we ought to
ask ourselves: What is it costing me
to serve Christ?
Do you love Jesus daily? Sometimes
people burst into s·p iritual flame's for
short periods of time. After rev·i vals or
mountaintop exp.eriences, • those same
people get very cold again. Jesus needs
people to live a steady . life, faithful
each day. Most anyone can do something gre•a t now and then. 'God needs
people to serve him whether others do
or not.

When it . comes to daily serv.ice, "more
than talk is called for. Anyone can talk
a,bout the truth in general. Christians
are people who do the truth in parUcular" (John Paul Pack!).
And 'in conclusion
Christian service does three ·things to
,o ur commitment to Christ.
1. It defines' it. People need to see
our words a:t work. What we do for
·Ghrist and others tells people what we
think of Christ and others. '
'•

·2. It refines it. If you want to know
whether your reJig.ion is any good or
not, just put· it to work in your life.
Christian service refines or sharpens
our commitment to Christ.
3. It confines it. Christian service is
work done for Christ. It is not for public recognition (though that may come)
nor for private satisfaction (though
that may come also). It is an expression of Chr·i st living in us. Si'hce Christ
served, can Christians do otherwise?
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Can there be peace on earth?
BY VESTER E. WOLB·ER
DEPARTMENT Ol•' RELIGION, OUACHITA UNIVERSITY

There are two serious interpretations
given to this passage from Micah. One
school holds that the prophet gave a
literal and vivid preview of conditions
which will prevail on earth during the
millennia! reign of Christ. Most of
those who hold to this view think tha•t
Christ will return to earth, raise out of
death righteous men, and reign with
them upon earth for a thousand years
under ideal conditions as outlined by
Micah.
One weakness of this view is that it
is rather pessimistic in assuming that
the future of mankind prior to the return of Christ is already determined, and
is bad. Those who hold to the view have
little incentive to apply Christian principles to world problems since they assume that the problems of men and nations cannot be solved. The ship of hu. manity is sinking, and churches operate what amounts to a rescue operation
before it sinks under the waves.

• The text of the Infernational Bible Lesaono
Uniform Series, io
·for Christian T<>aching
copyrighted by the Int.-,rnritional Council of Relhrious Education. URed bv permission.

tions knocking at God's door seeking inbrought about by the wisdom, power, struc-tion on the good · way of lire-naand righteous love of God.
tions already predisposed to obey his
teachings.
God's mountain-house (4:1-4)
4. Manner. God's positive influence
Micah was not thinking of a house
which was to be built on a mountaip, over the world is to be ex-tended through
but of. a house which was a mountain teaching- "the word of the Lord", which
(v. 2), higher than all other mountains. word is to become the standard of judgHe saw· God's temple made influential ment for settling disturbances wi·t hin
,in the WOl'ld. He saw many people from and between nations.
the nations of the ·World streaming into
5. Results. The out-goin~ word of God
the temple to hear his instruction and received and- believed by the nations of
learn to walk in his ways. He saw God's the world will bring justice, peace, prosword radiating out from his temple to perity and security.
become the mediator between nations
and become the internal standard by God's plan for world peace
which s-trong nations judge themselves.
We do not have any special insight
He saw the nations heating and beating into God's providential purposes for
their weapons of destruction into tools world affairs, but one conclusion can
of production because they did not make be carefully drawn from the principles
war with one another anymore and did hy which he judges the nations: the
not make plans for war with one anoth-• house of peace must be erected on a
er. He saw an era of peace, prosperity, foundation .of righteousness. ·Men canand security as each man sat under his not hammer out an effective formula
own fruit tree economically secure and ror peace between nations which make
physically safe. Such was his vision, the war with God's standards of moraltty.
detail-s of which must follow.
There can be peace on earth to the de1. Time. The prophet used a term g-ree that men and n;1tions adopt and obquite often employed in both the Old serve "God's Foundatlion for Re.con~
and New Testaments-"in the last struction"-Trueblood's title for · the
days." Joel used a similar expression, Ten Commandments. America's error is
and Peter said that he was predicting not that she left the gold standard but
that which was fulfilled on the day of that she forgot the Golden Rule. God's
Pentec·o st near ·t he beginning of the people can ,search out and believe thl!t
Christian era (Acts 2: 1:5-2·1 ). Paul used which 'is true, and take and do that
similar terms to warn Timothy of cir- which is right.
cumstances in his day (I Timothy 4 :1;
II Timothy 3:1). Thus, when Micah
•CHURCH
dated the fulfillment of his prophecy
"in the last days" he referred rto events
. FURNITURE
which took place after the birth of
•UPHOLSTERED
PEWS
Ghrist and prior to . his second coming . .

The other serious interpretation explains the words of Micah metaphorically. The prophet had a glorious
glimpse of the Kingdom of God and described it in figurative terms meaningful in his day. When prophets sought
to describe states of blessedness which
they and their first readers had not experienced, they described them in terms
which wer.e meaningful to their experience. For example, where John wrote
about heaven he portrayed it as a bride,
as a city, and as a garden (Revelation
21, 22). It is meaningful for a modern
reader to think of heaven as a place
lovely as a bride, secure as a walled
city, and enjoyable as a garden; . but one
has difficulty in thinking that heaven
2'. Place. He located the center of reis literally a bride, a city, and a gardligious activity at Zion, the place where
en.
Solomon's temple was erected. The temMost of us hold to some modified po- ple symbolized the presence of God, just
sition combining elements from both as the ta!bernac-le had symbolized his
schools of interpretation. The Kingdom presence. Just as the temple superceded
of God is a glorious experience in this and re·plac'ed the temple, so the church
order, but it is coming to a more glori- superceded and replaced the temple as
ous and indescribable state of bliss in God's accredited institution. Into all the
the next order. But in t·he meantime world God's law goes out from his presthere are other victories which are yet ence to judge men and nations. Modern
to be gained, and the Christ who con- churches need to return to their main
quered death for us can yet work business which is to sound forth and
through us in o~ercoming · evil upon interpret the word of God.
earth.
3. Extent. Micah viewed the house
Whatever may have been the full of God to be exalted above all other
and exact meaning of Micah it is cer- mountains, . and s•a w men of many na-•
tajn that he foresaw a better day to be tions com'ing for instruction. He saw na-
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--Rude awakening
' The awkward age for most teenage boys is when they discover
that they know more than their
fathers.
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Big hearted
He always reaches for the
check, Regardless of amount.
What a guy! What a heart! What
an expense account! .
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Moscow is a place where no one
stays up all night to find out how
the elections came out.

Terse ve.r se
A clergyman named Jordan had
a son at college. 'I'he son was
about to take his final examination
and naturally the father asked
the boy to let him know as soon
as possible how he got on.
One day the father received a
telegram which read: "Hymn
254, verse five, last two lines."
Looking up the reference in the
hymn book, he r ead: "Sorrow vanJordan
ished,
labour ended,
passed."
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In the world of religion---___;.._ _ _ _ __
Millionaire gives all
TOUGA'LOO, Miss.-Not many men who have a million dollars at the age
of 29 can bring t hemselves to give it all a way.
.But that's what Milla1d D. Fullt>r, a t hin, dark, intense young man, did.
Now at 32 he devotes his f ull time to Christian work for the United Church of
Ch rist and Tougaloo College in Mississippi. He has reconstructed his life with
a t otally new orientation.
"How," he was asked, ''doe;; it feel to be an ex-millionaire?"
" Fine," he replied. "Great ! Just great! My outlook has been reversed; my
g oa ls have shifted; rrty marriage has been salvaged and my objectives are different."
At Alabama University law school Fuller and another student founded a
direct mail business which became very successful, supplying products to youth
organizations for fund-raising projects. They put t heir profits into real estate and
" eventually we owned ha lf a city block and r ented to 40 college students
regular ly. By graduation we were each making $20,000 a year." By 1965 the
partners were doing nearly $4 million annually, employing 150 persons. Fuller
abandoned Jaw practice t o develop his interests, but remained a member of the
bar.
rlis wife left him and went to New York to ask counsel of a minister friend
about divorce. But he followed her t here and they began honestly to hunt for
solutions.
"In a taxi one night I came to a dramatic awareness," Fuller said. "I felt
God's presence, that He was calling me' io devote full time energies to Him and
His work. That was in November 1965.
"My wife and I returned to our hotel room and stayed up all night, crying,
praying, laughing, singing·-a real cr azy t ime."
They had big cars and houses and horses and plans for many more, but they
decided to give it all away.
The next morning as they got into a cab t he driver said, "Congratulations!
This is a new cab, and you are t he first to ride in it."
"We saw the tremendous symbolism in it," F uller said, "and asked him to
take us for a ride in Central Park, while we told him of what had transpired
in our lives, and our dete11nination to enter a new way of life."

Rabbi says there is
'abyss' between faiths
SEATTLE--Comforted by ef:liorts between Christians and Jews "to seek meaningful b1·otherhood, a rabbi here nevertheless said he is " shocked" by the
way religious institutions are transmit·
ting prejudice.
"It is shocking· to be informed that
relig·ious institutions, instead of forcefully counteracting prevailing prejudice
and stereotyped conceptions about other
people, may actually transmit them,"
said Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, national
directo1· of the Interre!ig<ious Affair s
D'epartment of the American Jewish
Committee.
"We have seen appaliing fruits of
bigotry," he said, "from its mildest
manifestations-such
as
stereotypes
and misconceptions about other groups
- to its most violent and ugly expressions, culminating in the pinnacle of
20.th Century brutality, the dMth
camp."
To even this imbalance, Rabbi Tanenbaum cited evidence of openness, willingness to examine educational materials and teacher-training procedures
tnrough which religious messages are
taug-ht to children.
But he added·: "The profound disparity in respective responses of Jewish
and Christian establishments to the
plight of Israel when the J ewiBih communit y was threatened with ·extinction
reveals that Christian and Jewish leadership are still separated by a great
abyss of lack of knowledge and misunderstanding." (EP)

This kind of "miracle," he said, "has occurred over and over again in succee!ling months."
Millard Fuller now gives his time to developing Tougaloo College, a United
Church of Ch1ist school largely of Negro pupils. (EP)

Nailed to a tree
by gang members
WEflT PALM BEACH, Fla.-A freckled, red-haired girl finally admitted
to the sheriff here that the identical
wounds in the palms of her hands were
not accidents, but the result of her
"cruc·i fixion" when
gapg
members
nailed her to a tree.

Bears and tv
OCEAN SHORES, Wash .- The bears
of Copalis .Beach, eight miles north of
this resort town, have peen watching
television through the cabin window of
Woodsman Cutliffe Sarkvogel, and they
don't like what they see-apparently.
When they don't like the program, says
the free-lance shellfish consultant and
backwoods philosopher, "they rip cedar
shakes off the outside of the house."

Christine Deese, 18, had angered
members of the Outlaw Motorcycle Club
by withholding $10 from one of them.
'}:'hey later took her to a hospital.

Starkvogel explains that he can get
only two channels and sometimes they
don't like either progTam .

They had not hung Christine off the
ground, but had nailed both her palms
to the tree trunk in a "punishment ceremony" to which she had acquiesced. (IEP)

The EP News Service conespondent
who filed the story asked that it not
be overlooked because it was his opinion ·that the bears might be "evangelical
bruins." (IEP)
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